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Abstract

Interfaces and delegation are fundamental concepts in OO languages. Although both concepts have been shown to be beneficial in software development, sometimes their implementation is cumbersome. Both result in numbers of forwarding methods or numbers of empty methods for respective classes. These trivial methods distract the user from non-trivial methods the class comprises. This increases complexity and decreases maintainability. In its current form, Java does not provide sufficient mechanisms to avoid this boilerplate code. Instead, all the methods that are empty or only
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forward calls have to be coded manually. In this paper, we introduce a new lightweight mechanism, that improves the implementation of interface-based and delegation-based programs. We show, though this mechanism is very simple, it solves these problems that are well-known in object-oriented software development. In three open-source Java programs of up to over 25,000 lines of source code, we show how we use this mechanism to generate up to 5.7% of all methods per case study that were empty or only forwarding calls.

1. Introduction

Interfaces and delegation are fundamental concepts of object-oriented programming (OOP) and Java [12, 11, 15]. An interface defines a protocol how to access a class and hides the class’ implementation [6, 2]. Delegation is a mechanism that forwards message calls from a delegating class to an associated delegatee class for the purpose of reuse [20]. Delegation and interfaces are used frequently in design patterns [11] and black-box frameworks [15] to improve flexibility and extensibility. However, there are several known problems related to the implementation of methods that forward calls to a delegatee class and that implement abstract methods of implemented interfaces – we name both types of methods default methods. These methods are trivial and repetitious but tedious to write. These default methods also distract from the non-trivial methods of a class that we call core methods. Default methods are replicated throughout the code [11, 15] and the resulting code is criticized as bad design (a.k.a. ‘code smell’) [10]. They may reduce software maintainability and understandability [14] which is in contrast to the promised benefits of reuse through interfaces and delegation.

We show that default methods constitute 2.2% to 5.7% of all methods in three analyzed medium-sized Java programs. In order to avoid the implementation of these methods, we propose a lightweight language mechanism for Java, called Implicit Defined Methods (IDM), that takes care of generating default methods when required. Our aim is to improve code quality and to take the burden from the developer who otherwise has to implement and maintain a high number of default methods (e.g., up to 107 in JHotDraw). We illustrate IDM using the delegation-based design patterns Decorator and Visitor, and evaluate it using three open-source case studies of different size and purpose, JHotDraw\(^1\) [8, 26], Java Class File Editor (Jcfe)\(^2\), and the Java package java.io [24].

Note, with only 2.2% to 5.7% of all methods in our analyzed programs, default methods occur rather infrequently. In many programs that do not use delegation it may not occur at all. Nevertheless, it is a problem that – when it occurs – inflicts code quality and is tedious for the developers. Our studies show how, even though default methods do not occur frequently, we gain considerable benefit from IDM.

2. Problem Statement

Delegation is the process of forwarding a request to a delegatee class that deals with the request instead of the delegating class that received the request originally. Delegation is

\(^1\)http://sourceforge.net/projects/jhotdraw/
\(^2\)http://sourceforge.net/projects/classeditor/
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1. `interface Command{
   void execute();
   boolean isExecutable();
   DrawingEditor getDrawingEditor();
   String name();
}

2. `class UndoableCommand implements Command{
    Command myWrappedCommand;
    void execute() { /*...*/}
    boolean isExecutable() {
        return myWrappedCommand.isExecutable();
    }
    DrawingEditor getDrawingEditor() {
        return myWrappedCommand.getDrawingEditor();
    }
    String name() {
        return myWrappedCommand.name();
    }
}

3. `class ZoomCommand implements Command{
    void execute() { /*...*/}
    boolean isExecutable() { /*...*/
    DrawingEditor getDrawingEditor() { /*...*/
    String name() { /*...*/
}

---
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Figure 1. Code replication in delegating and delegatee classes (excerpts of case study’s classes).
a reuse mechanism beside inheritance in Java and other OOP languages [35], i.e., different delegating classes may reuse the implementation of one delegatee class by forwarding requests to it. Both, delegating and delegatee classes, may include repetitive method implementations.

In delegating classes, a high number of forwarding methods makes their implementation tedious. This may hamper reasoning about that class because the core methods, i.e., the reason for implementing it, may be hard to identify among all forwarding methods. Consequently, the class design may be considered problematic because it mainly forwards messages (known as Middle Man code smell) [10] and contains numerous methods that do not communicate with each other [15].

In Figure 1a, the delegating class *UndoableCommand* (Lines 8-20, taken from *JHotDraw*) includes numerous forwarding methods (we underlined default code) which may hamper finding the core method *execute* and reasoning about it. In this class *UndoableCommand* six of nineteen methods simply forward calls.

In delegatee classes, a high number of empty methods has to be implemented; the empty methods distract from the core methods of this class. Oftentimes the delegatee classes disable methods of their super-type with empty methods [14, 27, 9] because these methods do not relate to the delegatee’s concern (A typical solution is to introduce an abstract class, but as discussed below this cannot be used generally.). Consequently, also the disabling methods do not contribute to the delegatee’s concern. Classes that include many empty methods are considered as bad code design (code smell Lazy Class) [10].

In Figure 1b, the delegatee *NavigatingClassVisitor* (Lines 8-13, taken from *Jcfe*) includes mostly empty methods because it needs to define all methods of its interface *ClassVisitor* – we again underlined default code. (Note, using an abstract class is problematic as outlined later in this section but avoids harder problems of empty methods for its subclasses.)

Relevance of the Problem

Design patterns define solutions for recurring design problems in OOP with the goal of an improved reusability and variability of code [11]. Numerous design patterns rely on delegation (in particular, Adapter, Bridge, Decorator, Chain Of Responsibility, Proxy, Strategy, Visitor, or Iterator) and these patterns are known to occur frequently compared to others (McNatt et al. reported that 30 of 99 Gang-of-Four-pattern occurrences in their studies are delegation-based [22]). Moreover, pattern code has to be repeated every time a pattern is used [23, 3, 11, 5], thus, worsening problems of repetitive delegation methods. The excerpts of Figure 1, taken from *JHotDraw* and *Jcfe*, show implementations of the design patterns Decorator and Visitor.

Black-box frameworks use interfaces to provide a common architecture for a family of related applications [15, 19]. A framework pinpoints delegatee interfaces (so-called *hot spots* [15]) that user classes have to implement to configure and obtain a complete application; thereby, every user class has to implement also the methods of its hot spot interface that do not contribute to the class’ concern – respective methods often remain empty. While larger hot-spot interfaces may provide more variability for framework applications than small hot spot interfaces, they also may include more methods to learn by the developer.
but not needed for single applications [7]. Thus, black-box frameworks may force a user to implement numerous empty default methods.

Abstract Classes – Not Always a Solution

Abstract classes [15] are often used to cope with default methods. An abstract class provides a protocol for subclasses and may implement that protocol in parts. This way, abstract classes localize a method that had been repeated across multiple classes before. However, abstract classes cannot be used as a general solution for reducing default methods, because of several problems and limitations.

First, in languages like Java, inheritance from different superclasses is not possible. Thus, a class that inherits from an abstract class to work around the default method problem, can no longer inherit from any other class. For instance, we observed the problem in several programs that use different abstract classes of Java’s AWT framework, abstract AWT classes that define default implementations for AWT interfaces. While it is possible to write abstract classes that implement combinations of interfaces, as done in AWT for WindowAdapter, there is an exponential number of possible combinations.

Second, abstract classes may face problems of putting methods to high in an inheritance hierarchy [14, 27, 9]. That is, for the purpose of reuse, a method may be located so high in the inheritance hierarchy that some subclasses that inherit the method must disable the method by overriding. Therefore, the abstract class should cover exactly the methods that are repeated in every subclass, e.g., forwarding or empty methods. If an abstract class does not provide all forwarding and empty methods for a set of subclass, these certain subclasses still have to define those methods which results in code replication. If an abstract class provides too many methods, some subclasses have to disable inherited methods by overriding them such that they have no effect [27]. A system of fine-grained abstract classes may help for that limitation but complicates the inheritance structure [14].

Summary. Delegation is frequently used in OOP, especially, when the software is considered well-designed, i.e., using design patterns or frameworks. To implement this well-designed software, the developer is forced to implement numbers of default methods. Contemporary techniques to work around this problem, like abstract classes, are limited.

3. Implicit Defined Methods

We propose a new language mechanism for Java that instructs the compiler to generate default methods implicitly to either forward their arguments or do nothing. Of course, the mechanism does not generate core methods which have to be implemented by the developer.

Delegating as well as delegatee objects follow one common interface which provides the signatures for the methods to implement. We augment the implements declaration of Java classes regarding an interface with an argument list. This argument list signalizes the body of default methods (delegating or delegatee methods) that are generated in the class for the given interface. In Figure 2, we show a refactored implementation of the UndoableCommand example using IDM that corresponds to Figure 1a. In Line 1, we instruct the IDM
class UndoableCommand force implements Command{
    Command myWrappedCommand;
    void execute() { /* ... */ }
}

Figure 2. Declaration to generate default methods.

public class ZoomDrawingView {
    public final double getScale() {
        return scale;
    }
}

public interface IZoom{
    public double getScale();
}

public class SpecialZoomView extends ZoomDrawingView force implements IZoom() {
}

Figure 3. Declaration to generate default methods.

The compiler compares the set of core methods in the class, implemented by the developer, with the interface the class should follow; after that, the compiler generates those methods in the class that are missing to provide the interface. Thus, we force the compiler to make the class in question implement the according interface by generating the missing default methods. In Figure 2, the forwarding methods are not defined by the developer but the core methods are, like execute. After compiling, the class UndoableCommand implements the interface Command exactly as shown in Figure 1a. If an augmented implements declaration takes a parameter (like myWrappedCommand in Figure 2) forwarding methods are generated and empty methods otherwise; in the first case, the implements declaration’s argument is used as a reference to forward messages to. If the forwarding target does not accept the forwarded message, the forwarding method will not be generated.

If different interfaces of one class overlap in declared methods, the compiler will not generate these overlapping methods. However, if a class implements different interfaces, the default methods regarding each interface may differ. Special rules also apply for abstract methods and final methods (all generated methods are non-abstract and non-final). Abstract methods may be defined in abstract classes instead of interfaces; since we propose IDM only for interface methods, abstract methods of superclasses cannot be defined implicitly. Final methods of superclasses will not be generated in subclasses (and thus not overridden) to prohibit compiler errors. As an example, in Figure 3 the method getScale of the interface IZoom will not be generated for class SpecialZoomView because this class inherits a finalized method of this signature from class ZoomDrawingView.

3We discuss possible problems in Section 5.
### 4. Case Studies

We implemented IDM for Java5 as a pre-compiler but consider our solution a proper and lightweight mechanism to be integrated in a Java compiler.\(^4\) In order to assess its relevance, we measure the impact of the proposed mechanism in three open-source software projects: **JHotDraw**, a GUI framework; **Jcfe**, an editor for Java binaries; and **java.io**, a standard Java package providing different streams, like *PrintStream*. The package *java.io* is based on abstract classes instead of interfaces (with the side effects discussed in Sec. 2.) which forced us to prepare the classes with Extract Interface refactoring [10]. We show the study’s results in Table 1.\(^5\)

We removed forwarding and empty methods that implement an interface declaration. After removing these methods in the programs, we instructed the compiler to re-generate the formerly removed methods – this way, we generated from 18 to 107 methods (2.2 to 5.7\% of all methods) and saved 32 to 270 lines of source code. Using IDM, we pruned 27 classes for **JHotDraw** (4.5\% of all classes), we pruned one class and 11 classes respectively (1.5\% and 9.2\% respectively) for **Jcfe** and **java.io**. Notably, in **JHotDraw** using IDM, we generate 24 methods for one class that overall comprises 52 methods (*NullDrawingView*). In **Jcfe**, we generate 18 methods for one class (*NavigationClassVisitor*) that comprises 30 methods at all and in **java.io** we generated 15 methods for one class (*ObjectInputStream* which contains 53 methods at all). Some classes even become empty with IDM which allowed further simplifications with refactorings; in **JHotDraw** two classes become completely empty, four classes (one in **JHotDraw** and three classes in **java.io**) become empty of methods except of one delegatee access method to forward to.

We observed that some methods could not be generated. Default methods of an interface cannot be generated if they are not homogeneous (i.e., they do not perform the same actions) or are different from forwarding or empty methods. That is, in most cases (95\% in our case studies) a method is not a default method and cannot be generated. However, IDM saved implementing code of up to 5.7\% of all methods.

\(^4\)To download the pre-compiler visit: http://www.iti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~mkuhlema/idm/

\(^5\)SLOC are the lines of source code without empty and comment lines.

---

**Table 1. Measurements from three case studies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>JHotDraw</th>
<th>Jcfe</th>
<th>java.io</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>4868</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated methods</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated methods in %</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOC</td>
<td>29026</td>
<td>10672</td>
<td>10131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOC with IDM</td>
<td>28756</td>
<td>10640</td>
<td>9926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated SLOC</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes and interfaces</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruned classes using IDM</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruned classes in %</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
5. Discussion

In our case studies, we observed that all default delegation methods could be generated. The developers of JHotDraw, Jcfe, and java.io could have saved writing up to 5.7% of all methods with IDM.

IDM only can generate homogeneous default methods that either simply forward messages or are empty. Although the tackled problem of repetitive default methods is rather small, to solve it is beneficial because it is typical for systems that actually use delegation. Notably, our solution is lightweight, only makes minimal changes to the language, and is backward compatible completely for legacy applications.

IDM does not impair type safety because only methods are generated that the class has to provide according to its interfaces. However, when used without care IDM may impair semantical correctness – when the class developer does not provide a core method for an augmented class, this method may be accidentally generated as a default method.

IDM allows programmers to implement delegation more easily because default methods are generated implicitly. Default methods can be generated using a parameter of a subtype declaration, i.e., only one method body definition needs to be defined to generate different methods of a class. Default methods are no longer replicated across multiple classes and methods within single classes are no longer repetitive. Furthermore, disabling methods, that for reuse were placed to high in an inheritance hierarchy, is avoided. That is, IDM exactly generates the methods needed by every single class. Some classes even may become empty and allow further simplifications using refactorings.

Default methods are generated at compile-time and are hidden during development; thus, IDM allows a developer to concentrate on the core implementation of each class and prevents controversial designs of classes (i.e., IDM prevents code smells Middle Man and Lazy Class) and complex class hierarchies (cf. Sec. 2.). The existence of generated methods after compilation eases debugging because every executed method is visible for each single debugging step. Type safety of implicit defined methods is guaranteed because the IDM mechanism generates all methods that a class has to provide while IDM does not invalidate core methods implemented by the developer.

Beside method generation, IDM encodes design information directly in the source code by exposing delegating and delegatee classes and, thus, improves reasoning about classes [4]; even if no method is generated, IDM annotates and explains the meaning of fields (e.g., references to delegatees), classes (e.g., delegatee classes), and interfaces. That way, IDM eases the communication between software designers that use the vocabulary of now exposed design patterns.

IDM additionally supports software evolution. When software evolves and methods are added to a delegating class, the developer only has to adapt the delegating class’ interface that is used for method generation; remaining methods of other delegating classes that follow that interface are generated automatically – this is equivalent to adding methods to delegatees. However, if a default method in one subclass of the interface is not sufficient, the developer is needed to implement a new core method instead.

In summary, we achieved the following benefits with IDM: (a) a reduced number of methods, (b) isolation of core methods, (c) isolation of delegating and delegatee classes in the code.
6. Related Work

Related approaches and research is concerned with multiple inheritance, meta-programming, code generation, prototype-based languages, traits, aspect-oriented programming, and design documentation.

**Multiple Inheritance.** Multiple inheritance allows a class to inherit fields and methods, e.g., default implementations, from different superclasses. Thereby, the inheriting classes may cause the diamond problem\(^6\) [30, 25].

Multiple inheritance may avoid replication of default methods different than forwarding or empty methods which are the only methods IDM provides reuse for, i.e., IDM is more specialized than multiple inheritance. In multiple inheritance, different classes may define default methods inherited by another class. This approach causes plenty of homogeneous methods in the default method’s defining class which is a controversial design [10]. Notably, an independent class that does not inherit the default method’s defining class may not reuse the default methods but replicates them. Subclasses of a default method’s providing class that do not need all inherited methods must disable respective methods by overriding. Again a complex structure of fine-grained superclasses may help.

IDM is possible in Java with single inheritance and thus avoids the problems of multiple inheritance languages [30, 27]. In contrast to multiple inheritance, using IDM, every class may completely define its own implementation (no superclass defines parts of it) without replicating methods across these classes – this increases modularity of each class. Finally, IDM reuses one declaration several times to implement all methods of an interface, i.e., IDM reduces method replication within classes too which is impossible using multiple inheritance.

**Meta-programming and code-generation.** Meta-programming avoids arbitrary replication of code by code generation. For example, several approaches [36, 4, 31, 13] use meta-programming for the implementation of the patterns Proxy, Adapter, and Visitor.

IDM is a pre-defined meta-program. IDM cannot generate arbitrary methods like general meta-programming approaches but forwarding and empty methods, i.e., IDM is limited compared to a general term of meta-programming. But, IDM is very simple to use and integrated into the Java language.

Bosch introduced code generation concepts for structural design patterns [3]. The approach of Bosch does not generate methods based on an interface but needs an explicit definition for every method to generate together with the type of the body to generate. In IDM, code generation is associated to interfaces and improves implementing delegation by quantifying implementations over methods that perform the same actions.

Budinsky et al. customize design pattern descriptions, by arranging pattern roles, and customizing names [5]. Based on these customized descriptions, interfaces and classes are generated. The authors admit that this approach is badly integrated into a development process because generated interfaces and classes are difficult to evolve – changing these

---

\(^6\)Methods with the same signature that a subclass inherits from different superclasses are ambiguous in that subclass.
classes possibly needs to reincorporate the generation process and to copy all changes to the new generated classes. Development tools, like Eclipse generate default methods, but – as customized design patterns of Budinsky – changes to the generated code need reinvestigation on code. IDM is integrated into the application code (i.e., its classes); hence, code is generated and integrated in the application without actions by the developer – evolving the classes hosting the generated code is possible without restarting a generation process and copying of changes (as in Budinsky’s approach); changing all default method at once also does not need to reinvestigate their generation (as in IDEs). IDM does not pollute the classes with default methods during development and maintenance.

The Jamie pre-compiler targets at the same problem of generating interface methods automatically [34]. However, Jamie introduces a verbose and repetitive syntax and only focuses on the delegating class. IDM allows to generate methods for both, delegating and delegatee classes without language extensions for each of them, using a minimal language extension.

Prototype-based languages. Lieberman defined delegation as a programming concept for OOP [20], in which every object can be used as delegatee (here: prototype) of delegating objects. In contrast to Java, in prototype-based languages, delegating objects do not need to provide forwarding methods but delegation is done by the runtime-environment. Ostermann used this mechanism for implementing layered designs [25].

We propose IDM, which improves the use of delegation in Java but not in languages that rely on prototypes, like Self [33]. IDM does not tackle problems of object identity in delegating and delegatee objects as done in prototype-based languages [20, 28]. However, equivalently to prototype-based languages, IDM takes the burden from a developer to implement plenty of forwarding methods for wrapping delegatees. IDM may create different default implementations for classes while in Lieberman’s delegation concept, all methods of all objects normally only forward messages.

Traits, mixins, AOP, and virtual classes. Traits define methods and fields to be reused in a class similar to superclasses that also provide reuse for methods and fields [27, 1]. Mixin classes [29] and virtual classes [21] behave similar in this respect – therefore, we will discuss their relation to IDM by means of traits. In contrast to inheritance, traits cannot instantiate objects [27] but can be assigned to classes (that can be instantiated) independently of other classes. Traits provide reusable default implementations for classes even in single-inheritance languages. Methods of traits can be multiplied through alias mechanisms where one method becomes available identically under different names [27].

Traits provide different benefits than IDM. Traits are not applicable for generating different delegating or delegatee methods for single classes (Traits may multiply a method’s body with aliases for the method name [27], but the method signature (despite its name) and the body remains unchanged – this is inappropriate for forwarding methods of different names that we focus on.). IDM is more specialized but simpler than traits in that traits can introduce arbitrary methods into classes while IDM only generates forwarding or empty methods. In contrast to Traits, IDM does not divide the implementation of a class into multiple parts just to define default implementations; but, IDM integrates default method definitions into every class that needs to provide them.
Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) [17] comprises different languages, like AspectJ [18, 16]. To apply standard implementations, AspectJ allows (1) to replace method calls and (2) to introduce methods into interfaces and classes. By replacing method calls (1) standard implementations can be executed instead of the called method. The developer has to avoid that two aspects introduce different methods of the same signature into one class or into different interfaces of one class – if he does he is warned by the aspect compiler but has to change his aspects manually; for IDM the compiler automatically ensures that methods in classes are not ambiguous. With IDM, exclusion of core methods of single classes is done automatically and does not need the adaptation of possibly multiple aspects [32]. One AOP code fragment used for replacing different method calls is identical for all calls – IDM generates different method bodies out of one simple statement. Finally, the benefits of IDM are gained from one single language mechanism, instead of a whole language as AspectJ.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of default methods in delegation and interface-based programming and discussed its impact in different styles of object-oriented programming – design patterns and frameworks. We proposed a lightweight mechanism, called Implicit Defined Methods (IDM), for Java, that avoids default methods, and discussed its limitations and benefits. The language mechanism generates default methods automatically. Using IDM, we can reduce code replication and simplify the implementation of class hierarchies. We test the language extension using three open source programs and found that we can simplify up to 9.2% of all classes by generating up to 5.7% of all methods. These percentages show that even though the proposed generative mechanism is only applicable in some situations, the according lightweight syntax extension is justified.
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